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Wrist-worn alcohol biosensor technology has developed rapidly in recent years. These devices are light,
easy to wear, relatively inexpensive, and resemble commercial ﬁtness trackers. As a result, they may be
more suitable for a wide range of clinical and research applications. In this paper, we describe three pilot
projects examining the associations between reported drinking behavior and transdermal alcohol concentration (TAC) derived from a new, wrist-worn alcohol biosensor (BACtrack Skyn) in diverse participant
groups and settings. Study 1 (N ¼ 3) compared Skyn-derived TAC with that from an ankle-worn alcohol
sensor (SCRAM CAM) and breath alcohol concentration (BrAC) in a laboratory setting. Study 2 (N ¼ 10)
compared Skyn TAC with BrAC during a naturalistic drinking episode in the ﬁeld. Study 3 (N ¼ 12) used
the Skyn to monitor alcohol use in the ﬁeld for 2 weeks. Studies 2 and 3 also collected usability and
acceptability data from participants. The results of Study 1 showed that the Skyn produced a TAC curve
that closely resembled that of the validated SCRAM CAM anklet. In Study 2, Skyn detected drinking for all
10 participants (peak BrAC range: 0.02e0.21) with an average delay of 35.6 ± 10.2 min after the start of
self-reported drinking. In Study 3, Skyn reliably recorded continuous TAC data showing multiple drinking
episodes over the monitoring period. Participants in Studies 2 and 3 both reported Skyn as highly
acceptable. Collectively, the results of these pilot studies show that the Skyn was able to reliably detect
drinking events in the laboratory and natural environments. We offer suggestions for further reﬁnements
of alcohol biosensors and accompanying analytic software that may facilitate adoption of these devices
as cost-effective, user-friendly, and reliable tools to passively and accurately assess alcohol use in the
ﬁeld.
© 2021 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction
Both research and clinical work in the ﬁeld of human alcohol use
depend upon accurate information regarding how much alcohol
study participants or patients consume. Current practices often use
self-report tools that are either retrospective, including the widely
used Timeline Follow-back interview (TLFB) (Sobell & Sobell, 1992),
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or contemporaneous, such as ecological momentary assessment
(EMA) (Shiffman, Stone, & Hufford, 2008). Both approaches aim to
capture daily or, for EMA, near real-time alcohol consumption in a
more granular manner (Fridberg, Faria, Cao, & King, 2019; Piasecki,
2019). However, self-report methods are signiﬁcantly limited given
that such approaches may fail to capture drinking behavior at
higher levels of intoxication (Hultgren, Scaglione, Buben, & Turrisi,
2020), may underestimate or overestimate actual drinking
behavior compared to objective measurement (Alessi, Barnett, &
Petry, 2019; Merrill, Fan, Wray, & Miranda, 2020), and may
interact with individual level factors such as social desirability bias
(Davis, Thake, & Vilhena, 2010). As a result, there is a high degree of
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Pilot studies incorporating a new wrist-worn alcohol
biosensor

interest in obtaining passive, objective measures of drinking behaviors in real-time (Wang, Fridberg, Leeman, Cook, & Porges,
2019).
Transdermal alcohol biosensors provide a promising potential
solution to the inherent limitations of self-report. These devices
monitor alcohol consumption by measuring a small fraction (less
than 1%) of ingested alcohol that is excreted through the skin,
expressed as transdermal alcohol concentration (TAC) (Barnett,
2015; Lefﬁngwell et al., 2013; Swift, 2000). Data from alcohol biosensors can be used to provide objective data on alcohol use in near
real-time, although TAC often lags behind the blood or breath
alcohol concentration (BrAC) (Karns-Wright et al., 2017; Marques &
McKnight, 2007). Recently, alcohol biosensors have advanced from
larger devices used most often in criminal justice settings (e.g., the
SCRAM Continuous Alcohol Monitoring/CAM anklet; AMS, Inc.)
(Kilmer, Nicosia, Heaton, & Midgette, 2013) to discreet, wrist-worn
devices resembling popular ﬁtness trackers (Wang et al., 2019). In
2016, the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
(NIAAA) sponsored the Wearable Alcohol Biosensor Challenge to
encourage the development of new, unobtrusive, and user-friendly
biosensors for continuous monitoring of alcohol consumption in
humans (NIAAA, 2016). Since then, several companies have developed wrist-worn biosensors and have made those devices available
to researchers for testing and evaluation.
Previously, we reported preliminary data recorded from prototypes of two wrist-worn alcohol biosensors, the Quantac Tally
(discontinued in 2017) and the BACtrack Skyn (the ﬁrst-place
winner of the NIAAA Wearable Alcohol Biosensor Challenge)
(Wang et al., 2019). In 2019, BACtrack released a production version
of the Skyn device for research use, and these units are now being
tested in the ﬁeld by our group and others. In this paper, we report
new data from three pilot studies evaluating the application and
acceptability of the production version of the Skyn biosensor. We
identify some challenges facing researchers in the wearable alcohol
biosensor ﬁeld generally and conclude with our recommendations
for areas of future research and hardware/software development.

Pilot study 1: Simultaneous measurement with wearable alcohol
biosensors and portable breathalyzer in a laboratory setting
Aim and method
The ﬁrst study reported in this paper was an internal test conducted when we ﬁrst received the Skyn production units. The goal
of this pilot study was to compare the ability of the BACtrack Skyn
wrist biosensor and the SCRAM CAM anklet to capture alcohol
consumption in a controlled laboratory alcohol administration
paradigm. The laboratory session took place in a climate-controlled
bar lab. Three unpaid healthy volunteers (researchers on our
research team at the University of Florida, 2 males aged 37 and 38
years, weight ¼ 97.5 kg and 88.4 kg, respectively; 1 female aged 36
years, weight ¼ 54.4 kg) participated in the study. Due to the nature
of this being an internal test of the Skyn device, no IRB approval was
obtained for this study. All volunteers were told to refrain from
eating for at least 5 h prior to the laboratory session and consumed
a standard snack (~200 calories) upon arriving at the lab 30 min
before consuming alcohol. Drinks were mixed from 40 percent
ethanol whiskey in a 3:1 ratio of whiskey to soft drink. Ethanol
dosing for each participant was determined using a Modiﬁed
Widmark calculation (Watson, Watson, & Batt, 1981) and was targeted to reach a peak of 0.04 g/dL blood alcohol concentration
(BAC). Participants were instructed to consume the mixed drink
within 5 min. Breathalyzer (BrAC) readings were taken using a
laboratory-grade breathalyzer (Alco-Sensor VXL, Intoximeters, Inc.)
every 15 min until two consecutive readings of BrAC ¼ 0.000 g/
210 L of air were collected. TAC was recorded during the session via
a BACtrack Skyn device placed on each participant's non-dominant
wrist and by a SCRAM CAM placed on each participant's ankle. The
sampling frequency for the Skyn and the SCRAM CAM were set to
the manufacturer default rates of 20 s and 30 min, respectively. TAC
output from the Skyn and SCRAM CAM were expressed in mg/L and
g/1470 L of air, respectively. Temperature and motion data,
expressed as degrees Celsius and g respectively, were recorded via
the Skyn's built-in sensors. Motion data were high-pass ﬁltered
(cutoff ¼ 4 Hz) by the device, with a non-zero motion reading

The state of the wearable alcohol biosensor market in 2020
The wearable alcohol biosensor landscape has changed signiﬁcantly since our prior report that reviewed prototypes of the newer
generation of wrist-worn biosensors from three companies:
Quantac Co., Milo, Inc., and BACtrack, Inc. (Wang et al., 2019). In
2017, Quantac Co., developers of the Tally alcohol biosensor, ceased
business operations before releasing a ﬁnal product. On March 1,
2019, the second-place winner of the NIAAA Wearable Alcohol
Biosensor Challenge, Milo Sensors, Inc., rebranded their Proof
alcohol biosensor as Ion. NIAAA awarded Milo Sensors, Inc. two
Small Business Innovation Research awards in 2017 and 2019 to
further develop their device (SBIR.gov, 2019). As of this writing,
Milo is working with researchers in the alcohol ﬁeld to further test
and reﬁne the Ion platform. In May 2019, BACtrack, Inc., announced
that they had completed development on the Skyn and began
shipping production units to researchers for use. They also provided an accompanying Apple iOS-based app for Skyn data transmission and a data portal for researchers to download data
collected via Skyn devices. Fig. 1 provides a comparison of three
biosensors e SCRAM CAM, BACtrack Skyn (newest model), and Milo
Ion. Shortly after the Skyn production units became available, the
authors conducted three separate pilot studies (one in the laboratory and two in the ﬁeld) examining reported alcohol consumption
and Skyn-derived TAC. The methods and results of these studies are
presented below. While preliminary, the data illustrate examples of
research questions that may be answered with these devices.

Fig. 1. Comparison of SCRAM CAM, BACtrack Skyn, Milo Ion devices (from left to right)
26
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reported binge drinking days ¼ 4.5 ± 3.5 in the past month) wore
the Skyn during a single drinking occasion in their natural environments. The only inclusion criterion for participation in this
study was at least one self-reported past-month binge drinking day.
For data reported in this paper, volunteers were personnel from the
author's (DJF) laboratory who reported current alcohol consumption at least weekly and who were interested in personally testing
the Skyn for this pilot study prior to a future formal study with
outside participants. Participants were told their participation was
totally voluntary and were not compensated for their participation.
They were issued a Skyn to take home 12e48 h prior to the drinking
event and were instructed to put the device on the wrist of their
non-dominant hand 20 min prior to consuming alcohol to establish
baseline TAC. They used a drink diary to record their alcohol consumption (time starting/ﬁnishing each drink and total number of
standard drinks consumed) during the drinking episode, and most
(n ¼ 9) used a portable breathalyzer (BACtrack Mobile Pro, BACtrack, Inc.) to measure their BrAC at pre-drinking baseline and at
intervals of approximately 30 min after ﬁnishing their ﬁrst drink,
until they went to sleep. As the goal of this study was to measure
TAC in ad libitum drinking situations, participants were not
instructed as to how much or how fast they should drink. As in a
recent laboratory-based study (Fairbairn & Kang, 2019), we used
the MATLAB changepoint detection function (ﬁndchangepts;
Killick, Fearnhead, & Eckley, 2012) to detect the time from reported
drinking onset to transdermally detected alcohol use for each
participant. This function identiﬁes an unknown number of
changepoints in time series data via a model that minimizes the
residual sum of errors with a penalty applied for each changepoint
to avoid overﬁtting the model. Participants were told that they
could remove the device from their wrist after concluding the
drinking episode (e.g., for showering), but were encouraged to wear
the device for at least 8 h after drinking ceased in order to allow TAC
to return to baseline. At least 24 h after the end of the drinking
episode, participants completed a brief survey assessing the usability and acceptability of using the Skyn and breathalyzer,
respectively, during the real-world drinking episodes (Fridberg
et al., 2019). The survey items were: 1) “Overall, the [BACtrack
Skyn/breathalyzer] was easy to use”; 2) “The [BACtrack Skyn/
breathalyzer] was intrusive”; 3) “Using the [BACtrack Skyn/
breathalyzer] took too long”; 4) “I would recommend the [BACtrack
Skyn/breathalyzer] to other potential participants”; and 5) “Overall,
I was satisﬁed with using the [BACtrack Skyn/breathalyzer]”.

indicating movement by the participant while wearing the device.
Bearing in mind the delay in TAC relative to BrAC during alcohol
consumption, all three participants wore the Skyn and SCRAM CAM
for at least 5 h after their BrAC returned to 0.00 g/210 L of air to
ensure that the devices captured the complete descending limb of
the TAC curve.
Results and discussion
Alcohol consumption resulted in a rapid increase in BrAC for all
participants, followed by a relatively delayed elevation in Skyn- and
SCRAM CAM-derived TAC (Fig. 2). It should be noted that only one
out of the three volunteers achieved the targeted BAC/BrAC level
(0.04 g/dL). BrAC returned to baseline on average 135e180 min
after the start of alcohol consumption, SCRAM CAM TAC returned to
baseline on average after 150e180 min, and Skyn TAC indicated a
more gradual return to baseline on average after 230e340 min. The
results from this laboratory session demonstrated a much faster
response in BrAC than TAC following alcohol consumption as expected (Marques & McKnight, 2007). Qualitatively, TAC derived
from both the SCRAM CAM and Skyn showed similar patterns of
delayed onset, a relatively ﬂat peak, and gradual decline compared
to BrAC. The Skyn data showed good agreement with the SCRAM
CAM in its characterization of TAC, but Skyn data also showed
considerable “noise” evidenced by rapid increases or decreases in
TAC signal (see, e.g., panel 2 in Fig. 2). However, the Skyn's rapid
sampling rate (20 s at default and not currently changeable) may
facilitate the use of data cleaning and ﬁltering approaches to
remove noise from TAC data collected by the device. Further, the
rapid sampling rate may allow for the deconvolution of overlapping
drinking events, although data processing methods to accomplish
this task have not yet been established.
Pilot study 2: Measuring TAC using the Skyn during naturalistic
drinking episodes
Aim and method
The aim of this pilot study was to examine the feasibility and
acceptability of using the Skyn to monitor naturalistic alcohol use
during real-world drinking episodes. This study was conducted in
the Clinical Addictions Laboratory at the University of Chicago, and
study procedures were approved by the institutional IRB. A
different group of volunteers from Study 1 (N ¼ 10; mean
age ¼ 29.5, standard deviation [SD] ¼ 9.6 years, 60% female; self-

Fig. 2. Comparison of BACtrack Skyn, SCRAM CAM, and breathalyzer readings for three participants completing a laboratory alcohol challenge (target peak BAC ¼ 0.04 g/dL). Note:
Participants were instructed to consume the mixed drink within 5 min (10:30e10:35 AM) with a targeted BAC peak of 0.04 g/dL. Breathalyzer readings were taken every 15 min
until it reached two zero readings. Motion and temperature data were recorded by the Skyn. aBrAC expressed as g/210 L of breath; SCRAM TAC expressed as g/1470 L of air.
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Fig. 3. Skyn TAC, temperature, motion, and breathalyzer BrAC from N ¼ 10 participants during a real-world drinking episode in Study 2. Note: Participants were instructed to
consume alcohol as they normally would and were not instructed to consume a speciﬁc amount of alcohol during the drinking event. Scale units differ across participants to better
show the full range of alcohol consumption and TAC responses. BrAC data are missing for participant #9 as that individual did not have access to a portable breathalyzer during the
drinking event.

Skyn and devise algorithms to evaluate when deviations in recorded TAC are due to motion or changes in environmental factors
such as temperature.
In sum, the data from this small pilot study indicate that
deploying the Skyn to assess real-world drinking behavior is
acceptable and feasible. Examination of the data recorded by the
wrist sensors shows that the Skyn can reliably detect alcohol use
during diverse real-world drinking episodes. However, it is worth
highlighting that the integrity of the data may be inﬂuenced by
participant behavior such as movement and the degree to which
the band is worn tightly on the wrist to prevent slipping. It remains
to be seen whether newer model iterations of the Skyn and/or
revising instructions given to participants (i.e., providing careful
guidance to ensure the bracelet is worn snugly on the wrist and not
moved during use) would reduce this source of noise.

Participants rated each item on a 1-to-5 point scale, with
1 ¼ “strongly disagree” and 5 ¼ “strongly agree”.
Results and discussion
Participants consumed a mean of 5.2 ± 3.0 SD (range ¼ 1e11.2)
standard drinks during the real-world drinking events, with mean
peak BrAC ¼ 0.09 ± 0.06 SD (range ¼ 0.02e0.21) g/210 L (participant 9 did not collect BrAC data). The top graph in each panel in
Fig. 3 shows TAC/BrAC data during the course of the drinking event,
while the bottom graph shows temperature and motion recorded
by the Skyn during the same time period. Analysis of TAC data using
the MATLAB changepoint function detected a drinking event for all
10 participants at mean ¼ 35.6 ± 10.2 SD (range ¼ 19.7e49.7) minutes after the start of the self-reported drinking event. Postparticipation survey data (see Table 1) revealed that participants
considered the Skyn to be highly useable, acceptable, and preferable
to the breathalyzer on all outcomes including ease of use and
intrusiveness (p values < 0.01).
Examination of the individual participant data presented in
Fig. 3 highlights some notable features of the Skyn. Importantly, in
this small pilot trial measuring TAC during real-world drinking
episodes, the Skyn registered an elevation in TAC for all participants
following as little as one standard drink (see, e.g., data from
Participant 1 in Fig. 3). The mean time to detect a drinking event
from TAC (approximately 36 min after drinking started) was in
agreement with a recent study examining the ability of the Skyn to
detect drinking under controlled laboratory conditions (Fairbairn &
Kang, 2019). TAC tended to have the same general shape as the BrAC
curve for all participants, but the Skyn data showed considerable
“noise”. There are possible explanations for the high variability in
the TAC signal, including a loose ﬁt of the bracelet and/or high
amounts of movement. For instance, the rapid drop in the TAC
signal between 23:00 and 1:00 in Participant 8's data (Fig. 3)
coincided with a decrease in recorded body temperature, which
could reﬂect that the bracelet had been removed or that it was
loose. For participant 4, both increased movement and lower skin
temperature at approximately 21:49 were associated with an
obvious decrease in TAC (Fig. 3). Future studies could use data from
other motion or environmental sensors to corroborate the output of

Pilot study 3: Measuring TAC continuously over a 2-week period in
the ﬁeld
Aim and method
Data from the third pilot study were collected within a larger,
ongoing validation study whose purpose is to evaluate the feasibility of using the Skyn to detect drinking events in adults with and
without HIV over an approximately 2-week ﬁeld period, as well as
to examine the quality of data collected in this fashion. Participants
are adults (aged 21 and above) living with or without HIV, who
drank alcohol at least 5 days in the past 30 days with at least one
occasion consuming three or more standard drinks. Exclusion
criteria include individuals with a history of recent substance use
treatment or those seeking treatment; urine-positive for illegal
drugs except THC; past and current alcohol withdrawal; severe
alcohol use disorder (DSM-5); meeting criteria for current nicotine
dependence or current substance use disorder (excluding mild
cannabis use disorder and mild/moderate alcohol use disorder);
medical conditions (other than HIV) contraindicating alcohol;
pregnancy/breastfeeding in women; and psychosis or other severe
psychiatric conditions. The study protocol was approved by the
University of Florida IRB, and all participants signed consent forms
prior to their participation in the study. During the intake session,
28
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Table 1
Mean (SD) acceptability ratings for the Skyn and portable breathalyzer during a real-world drinking episode (n ¼ 10).
Item

Skyn (mean ± SD)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

4.89
1.22
1.22
4.67
4.78

Easy to use
Intrusive
Too long
Would recommend
Overall satisﬁed

±
±
±
±
±

Breathalyzer (mean ± SD)

0.83
0.44
0.67
0.24
0.67

3.78
3.67
3.11
3.33
3.22

±
±
±
±
±

0.33
1.11
1.05
0.33
0.97

t value
4.26**
5.50**
5.38***
3.58**
4.13**

Note. See text for item wording and descriptions. Participants rated each item from 1 (“strongly disagree”) to 5 (“strongly agree”). **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.

noted that there were two drinking episodes where the participant
reported consuming one drink, but no signiﬁcant elevation in TAC
was observed. Nevertheless, heavier drinking episodes are often
more concerning to researchers or clinicians.
It is challenging with the current raw Skyn data to determine
whether elevations in TAC are drinking episodes or environmental
exposure. For example, the light-orange shaded band in Fig. 4 is
very likely an environmental exposure (e.g., use of hand sanitizer),
because the peak of TAC is very steep and transient. To illustrate
further the effects of environmental alcohol on TAC, Fig. 5 presents
data recorded by one of the authors (YW) showing a steep and
transient TAC peak following application of hand sanitizer. Automated methods for reliably detecting drinking episodes from Skyn
TAC and distinguishing genuine alcohol consumption from environmental exposure are not widely available at this time and are
needed to advance the ﬁeld. These might include automated
functions as described above using the Matlab changepoint function or deﬁned according to criteria based on peak, absorption, and
elimination rates as used with the SCRAM TAC data (Barnett, Souza,
Glynn, et al., 2015; Roache et al., 2019).
As noted in Pilot Study 2 above, the temperature and motion
readings (lower panel in Fig. 4) from the Skyn provide potentially
useful information about participant activity and adherence. For
example, there was a brief period between days 10 and 12 (the
light-gray shaded band) when the temperature readings decreased
about 10  C from the average temperature throughout, and there
were minimal to no motion recordings during this period.
Furthermore, the participant's EMA report indicated that she
consumed three drinks during that time, but TAC did not show a
signiﬁcant elevation. This suggests the participant took off the Skyn
during that time. The Skyn biosensor is not waterproof, and so there
are times when participants must remove the device, e.g., when
showering or swimming. Indeed, Fig. 4 shows regular daily dips in
the temperature curve, which may have indicated when the
participant took the Skyn off to shower.
Data on the usability/acceptability of the Skyn biosensor have
been completed by 12 participants so far. Results from the questionnaire showed no signiﬁcant differences in ratings for the EMA
and biosensor procedures on 12 of the 14 questions (see Table 2).
The EMA procedure was rated signiﬁcantly higher than the
biosensor for agreement on one item (“Most people would learn it
quickly”), although participants agreed with the statement for both
devices, on average. Participants also signiﬁcantly disagreed more
with one item (“I felt self-conscious while using”) in the case of
EMA compared to the Skyn but, on average, participants disagreed
with the statement for both devices. On average, participants also
disagreed that either EMA or the Skyn inﬂuenced their behavior
while drinking or made them drink less, suggesting that the devices
can capture real-world drinking with minimal inﬂuence on
behavior (i.e., reactivity) when participants are blinded to the TAC
results.
Data from the open-ended questionnaire indicated that the
most-liked features of the Skyn biosensor and its app included their
ease of use and design. Seven out of 12 participants commented on

participants receive training on how to use the Skyn device and its
associated app for data uploading, and are instructed to wear the
Skyn continuously during the 2-week assessment period and
answer prompts to report their alcohol consumption using an
ecological momentary assessment (EMA) smartphone app
(mEMA™ by ilumivu Inc.). Participants can either report drinking
during the daily EMA assessment (at 10:00 AM every day), which
asks participants about their past 24-h alcohol consumption, or
self-initiate an EMA assessment whenever they start drinking. Both
formats of EMA assessments ask them to report the start and end
times of their drinking, number of standard drinks, and type of
drink(s). Participants were instructed to wear the Skyn at all times
except when they showered/bathed/swam, as the Skyn is not
waterproof. Also, they were instructed to charge the device every
other day due to its 2e3-day battery life. At the end of the 2-week
ﬁeld period, participants return the Skyn biosensor to the lab and
complete a brief 5-point Likert usability/acceptability questionnaire on the Skyn biosensor (including its app) and the EMA app
that utilized items adapted from the System Usability Scale (Bangor,
Kortum, & Miller, 2008; Brooke, 1996), as well as additional items
developed by our team (e.g., “This technology made me drink less”
and “This technology inﬂuenced my drinking”). Since both EMA
and wrist biosensors can help researchers obtain continuous
measurement of alcohol consumption in participants’ naturalistic
environment, we compared the acceptability/usability ratings of
the Skyn device and its app with a widely used smartphone-based
EMA app after the 2-week ﬁeld period. In addition, participants
responded to open-ended questions on the strengths, limitations,
and desired features of the Skyn and its associated app.
Results and discussion
While data collection for this study is ongoing, Fig. 4 shows an
example of Skyn data collected thus far from a healthy female,
young adult (early 20s). The ﬁgure contains the full 2-week period
data including TAC, temperature, and motion readings. This dataset
was chosen as an example because there are clearly multiple
drinking episodes and a period of potential noncompliance due to
device removal. Data from the remaining participants collected so
far are presented in the Supplemental Materials (Figures S1eS11).
The Skyn device recorded a relatively stable baseline TAC
throughout with clear deviations primarily attributable to drinking
episodes. A visual examination of the TAC curve shown in the upper
panel of Fig. 4 suggests that at least eight drinking episodes
occurred during the 2-week period with a notable peak (over 10 mg/
L) and ascending/descending limbs characterizing each episode.
The inset in Fig. 4 shows a 6-h period within the 2-week data
collection period that contains the details of a complete drinking
episode collected with EMA data. However, only three of these
eight episodes were reported by the participant via EMA during this
time period, highlighting the potential advantage of using biosensors to capture alcohol consumption passively, versus daily or
event-contingent self-report that is associated with higher participant burden and dependent on participant compliance with
reporting (Shiffman et al., 2008). On the other hand, it should be
29
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Fig. 4. Skyn data from one participant in a 2-week ﬁeld period in Study 3. Note: The top panel of the ﬁgure shows the continuous TAC data obtained during the 2-week ﬁeld period using the Skyn device. The bottom panel shows the
continuous data of skin temperature ( C) and motion (in g's) obtained from the integrated temperature and motion sensors in the Skyn device. The inset shows the detail of a 6-h period that contains a complete drinking episode. The
light-blue shaded parts of the TAC curve are possible drinking episodes detected by the Skyn device. The icons of glass with a number inside indicate the approximate timing and number of drinks reported in the EMA assessments. The
light-gray shaded band shows a period of potential noncompliance where the participant may have taken off the Skyn. The light-orange shaded band shows a possible environmental exposure resulting in a peak of TAC readings. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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General discussion
There has been a long-standing demand for a user-friendly, noninvasive, continuous monitoring tool for alcohol consumption in
the alcohol research and intervention ﬁelds. To date, research using
non-invasive technology to monitor alcohol consumption has
relied upon transdermal alcohol sensors, such as the WrisTAS by
Giner Labs (Newton, Massachusetts, United States) and the SCRAM
CAM (AMS Inc.). However, research applications of those devices
have been limited, due in part to their high cost and relatively large
size (Barnett, 2015; Greenﬁeld, Bond, & Kerr, 2014; Lefﬁngwell
et al., 2013). Recent developments in the ﬁeld of wrist-worn
alcohol biosensors present new opportunities for researchers and
clinicians interested in passively monitoring alcohol use in
drinkers’ natural environments. These newer devices are light, easy
to wear, and resemble commercial ﬁtness trackers (e.g., Fitbit). As a
result, they may be more suitable for wider clinical and research
applications. The results of the pilot studies described in this report
support the utility of using the Skyn to detect drinking behavior in
the laboratory and natural environments, the feasibility of
deploying these devices in the ﬁeld to measure naturalistic drinking behavior, and their acceptability to participants. Below, we
discuss the main strengths, limitations, and potential applications
of the Skyn biosensor based on ﬁndings from our pilot studies.

Fig. 5. An example of peak in Skyn-derived TAC after hand sanitizer use

the app's ease of use, with one person stating it was “simple [with]
no complications”, and another agreeing that the app was “easy and
[they] never really had to think about it”. Others commented that
the app's “instructions were good”, and the app was “easy to use
[and] easy to sync [with the Skyn device]” with practice. However,
three participants commented on difﬁculty pairing the Skyn device
with the app in order to upload data. One participant stated, “it was
hard to upload data [and] pairing did not work well”. Another
experienced an error while uploading that resulted in a loss of data.
Considering the app is still in active development, future software
updates may ﬁx some of these concerns.
The design of the Skyn was described positively by eight out of
12 participants with statements that it was lightweight, comparable to a watch or bracelet, and comfortable to wear. The main
recommendations for device improvement were to make the device waterproof (ﬁve out of 12 participants), to lengthen the battery
life of the device and include a notiﬁcation of battery level (four out
of 12 participants), and to include notiﬁcations about the progress
of data uploads and app pairing (four out of 12 participants). It
should be noted that the most recent software revisions (version
2.0.8) provided by BACtrack address some of these issues and
include notiﬁcation of the data upload progress.

Summary of strengths
Detection of drinking
Our pilot data showed that the Skyn biosensor reliably detected
alcohol use in both controlled laboratory and real-world settings
(see Figs. 2e4). In some circumstances (see Pilot Study 3), the Skyn
recorded alcohol consumption in the ﬁeld that was not reported by
participants, highlighting the potential advantages of the passive,
biosensor-based monitoring approach over participant self-report
to obtain a fuller picture of real-world drinking behavior. However, it should be noted that very low-level drinking may not be
reliably detected (Pilot Study 2 showed one drink can be detected,
but Pilot Study 3 showed some one-drink episodes were not
detected) using biosensors (Barnett, Meade, & Glynn, 2014; Roache
et al., 2015). As expected, the TAC curve generated by the Skyn
resembled BrAC, including a relatively steeper ascending limb,
peak, and a more gradual descending limb (see Figs. 2 and 3).
Continuous use of the Skyn over a 2-week period demonstrated the
ability of the device to detect drinking in the ﬁeld and capture the
details of multiple drinking episodes (see Fig. 4). Software is
available that processes SCRAM CAM data using established criteria
to identify drinking events (Barnett, Souza, Rosen, et al., 2015), but

Table 2
Mean (SD) acceptability ratings for the Skyn and EMA in 2-week ﬁeld use (n ¼ 12).
Item

EMA (M±SD)

1. Would like to use frequently
2. Easy to use
3. Most people would learn it quickly
4. Felt very conﬁdent using it correctly
5. Liked using it
6. It inﬂuenced my drinking
7. Satisﬁed with it
8. Made me drink less
9. Would recommend to others who drink
10. Unnecessarily complex
11. Need technical support to use
12. Cumbersome to use
13. Needed to learn a lot before its use
14. Felt self-conscious

2.75
4.33
4.50
4.25
3.08
2.67
3.75
2.17
3.00
2.00
1.92
2.08
2.25
1.50

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

1.06
0.78
0.80
1.14
1.51
1.16
1.14
1.19
1.13
0.95
1.38
1.08
1.42
1.00

BACtrack Skyn (M±SD)
2.83
3.75
3.92
4.42
3.33
2.83
4.17
2.08
3.25
2.17
2.00
2.25
2.00
2.08

Note. Participants rated each item from 1 (“strongly disagree”) to 5 (“strongly agree”). *p < 0.05
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±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

1.27
1.42
1.08
0.52
1.37
1.27
0.72
1.08
1.06
1.12
1.04
1.06
1.13
1.51

t value
0.18
1.25
2.24*
0.48
0.56
1.00
1.60
1.00
0.71
0.69
0.27
0.39
1.39
2.55*
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expect that these methods will continue to improve. Further, future
research may ﬁnd that individual differences in this delay of TAC
relative to BAC could reveal important and interesting individual
differences in the way that participants process alcohol (Sirlanci,
Rosen, Wall, & Luczak, 2019).

presently there are no established methods for detecting drinking
episodes from Skyn data. Establishing alcohol detection criteria for
the Skyn such as those developed for the SCRAM CAM is needed to
distinguish drinking events from other perturbations in the data.
For example, in the 2-week ﬁeld study of the Skyn (see Pilot Study 3,
Fig. 4), there are elevations in the TAC data that appear to correspond to behaviors other than drinking, such as removal of the Skyn
or environmental exposures. More research is needed to systematically study wrist-sensor TAC readings to establish validity and
reliability of methods for identifying drinking episodes and distinguishing them from other events (e.g., environmental alcohol) in
the data.

Sensitivity/reliability
Given that the newer generation of wrist biosensors has been
available for only a short time, the length of time that these devices
may be used before needing recalibration or service is unknown.
SCRAM CAM requires regular replacement or service after one year
of use (or when a problem is detected by the sensor's self-test that
takes place at each reading) to ensure the sensor's accuracy. This is
part of a pre-programmed maintenance schedule for the SCRAM
CAM. A similar self-test function would be useful in these new
wrist-worn biosensors to detect potential problems with the device. Future research on the sensitivity and reliability of wrist-worn
alcohol biosensors over time is needed to ensure the accuracy and
quality of data collected by these new devices. Relatedly, while data
from the Skyn's temperature and movement sensors can be used to
infer whether the device has been removed, there is no way to
determine who is wearing the bracelet at a given time. The use of
bracelets that are not secured to the wrist (like the SCRAM CAM,
which has a locking clip that detects removal) will limit their use in
studies with positive contingencies for not drinking (as in contingency management applications) or when there are negative contingencies for drinking (as in law enforcement uses).

Acceptability, feasibility, and reactivity
A notable strength of the Skyn was the high degree of acceptability reported across a range of conditions and participant populations as demonstrated in Pilot Studies 2 and 3. Our results show
that wearing the Skyn was more acceptable to participants in our
study than using a portable breathalyzer to take repeated breath
alcohol measurements during naturalistic drinking events. Portable
breathalyzers have several advantages (including their low cost,
ease of interpretability of BrAC, and established accuracy), but also
have signiﬁcant limitations when deployed to assess naturalistic
drinking behavior, including inaccurate readings due to residual
mouth alcohol, signiﬁcant participant burden related to taking
multiple breathalyzer measurements over time (which may be
especially important in research applications), and potential reactivity to unblinded BrAC readings. TAC may hold more appeal for
participants as a measure of real-world alcohol use due to its passive and non-invasive nature. In turn, this may foster improved
participant compliance with research and clinical protocols. Our
results also showed that the Skyn's acceptability was not signiﬁcantly different from the acceptability of smartphone-based EMA
with the exception of two questionnaire items (“Most people would
learn it quickly”, “I felt more self-conscious while using”). In these
two cases, the overall mean endorsement of the items was still
within the same range of agreement or disagreement, respectively.
These data suggest that using wrist biosensors to obtain continuous
alcohol readings during participants' daily lives is highly acceptable, similar to current widely used EMA approaches in alcohol
research (Fridberg et al., 2019; Piasecki, 2019). Based on usability
scale ratings, participants indicated that wearing the Skyn passively
without access to the TAC readings did not alter their drinking
behavior. This suggests that wrist biosensors can monitor alcohol
use with minimal perceived participant reactivity like EMA (Luczak,
Rosen, & Wall, 2015; Piasecki, 2019), but this may also depend on
the population characteristics and study goal (e.g., observation vs.
intervention).

Environmental considerations and challenges in the era of COVID-19
All transdermal alcohol biosensors measure ethanol directly and
have a potential to produce false positive results due to environmental ethanol exposure. Ethanol-based hand sanitizer demand
has dramatically increased in the context of the COVID-19
pandemic (New York Times, 2020), and with it the likelihood of
its impact on alcohol biosensor data. Wrist-based biosensors, as
compared to those elsewhere on the body (e.g., ankle), will likely be
more vulnerable to regular use of ethanol-based hand sanitizer due
to their proximity to users' hands. Such environmental exposure
results in readings like the sharp peak we showed in Fig. 5. This
problem may be mitigated in part by the Skyn's rapid sampling rate,
which should permit researchers to apply ﬁltering approaches to
the data more readily than sparsely sampled data (e.g., as used for
SCRAM CAM data). It is worth noting that many of these concerns
are not unique to alcohol biosensors. Alcohol biomarkers, such as
ethyl glucuronide (EtG), have been reported to produce positive
results (evidence of alcohol consumption) when hand sanitizers are
used 20 times or more a day (Wurst et al., 2015). If contamination of
TAC data by environmental alcohol can be minimized or automatically ﬁltered by analytical software, wrist-worn alcohol biosensors
present a promising way for researchers and clinicians to objectively monitor alcohol use remotely during the global pandemic.

Limitations
Delay in detection of alcohol use
Broadly, the most prominent limitation of the Skyn biosensor is
that TAC is inherently delayed relative to blood or breath alcohol
measures due to the physiological process governing the TAC
response (Swift, 2000). The average delay for Skyn to detect
drinking was on average 36 min after the self-reported onset of
alcohol use in our Pilot Study 2, which is slightly longer than what
has been reported in a previous study conducted under controlled
laboratory conditions (Fairbairn & Kang, 2019). Given the unavoidable nature of this delay, any applications that are dependent
on “real-time” analysis (e.g., “just-in-time interventions”) of TAC
will be subject to this limitation. In situations where “real-time”
analysis is not required, the TAC delay relative to BAC can be
addressed to a substantial degree, and it would be reasonable to

Desirable features and future applications
Great strides have been made in the usability and functionality
of wrist-worn alcohol biosensors. Based on our experience with the
current generation of biosensors, future development of these devices will beneﬁt from the consideration of two general uses. One
use case involves their application in conjunction with a smartphone, which will allow for both a richer display of information (by
way of the smartphone's display and other capabilities), as well as
the ability of the smartphone to send data in real-time or near realtime to researchers and clinicians. This capacity facilitates drinking
contingent interventions such as just-in-time adaptive
32
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Conclusions
Wrist-worn alcohol biosensors have great potential to improve
research and clinical work involving real-world alcohol use and can
be easily added to such protocols. Our preliminary experiences with
the BACtrack Skyn provide initial support for the validity, feasibility,
and acceptability of using such devices to capture naturalistic
drinking episodes. Our studies are limited, with a small number of
participants. Nevertheless, with further testing and reﬁnement of
the devices themselves and methods to identify drinking episodes
using these devices and interpret TAC from them, researchers and
clinicians may one day have a cost-effective, user-friendly, and
reliable way to passively and accurately assess alcohol use in the
ﬁeld. This approach may be especially valuable in the current era,
where concerns about disease transmissibility reduce enthusiasm
for, or even prevent, face-to-face contact between patients and
clinicians or between researchers and participants.
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